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Reviewer's report:

PEER REVIEWER ASSESSMENTS:

OBJECTIVE - Full research articles: is there a clear objective that addresses a testable research question(s) (brief or other article types: is there a clear objective)?

Yes - there is a clear objective

DESIGN - Is the current approach (including controls and analysis protocols) appropriate for the objective?

No - there are minor issues

EXECUTION - Are the experiments and analyses performed with technical rigor to allow confidence in the results?

No - there are minor issues

Statistics - Is the use of statistics in the manuscript appropriate?

Yes - appropriate statistical analyses have been used in the study

INTERPRETATION - Is the current interpretation/discussion of the results reasonable and not overstated?

No - there are minor issues
OVERALL MANUSCRIPT POTENTIAL - Is the current version of this work technically sound? If not, can revisions be made to make the work technically sound?

Probably - with minor revisions

PEER REVIEWER COMMENTS:

GENERAL COMMENTS: The manuscript present a precursor induction conditional random fields (pi-CRF) method that enables the capture of specific high-order label transition factors to improve clinical named entity recognition performance. The proposed method explained with a few valid arguments and exemplary sentences. The authors gave the detail of conventional first, second, and high order CRF methods. Different data set for processing, training and testing were selected. However, more detail could be provided with some instance where the conventional first, second, and higher order CRF model don't work well and do not give desire result, more complex to determine dependency of entities. What type of consequences one can experience if long distanced entities are not captured or what type of information losses could be experienced. Is it possible or workable to use conventional first order CRF for shorter distanced entities or second/higher order CRF for long distanced entities? What type of relation could be defined between dependent entities and their distance? How relations could be determined for multiple entities, multiple outsides, and multiple entities? Why to use data of 2012? Why not any new and recent data for model training and testing purposes? Any possibility of loss of information during state reduction is not explained.

REQUESTED REVISIONS:

A few recommendations to improve the document: a parametric analysis of first, second, higher order CRF model should be included, consequences of not capturing distanced/dependent entities, and method(s) for state reduction, method(s) to check and compare complexities.

ADDITIONAL REQUESTS/SUGGESTIONS:

A few recommendations to improve the document: a parametric analysis of first, second, higher order CRF model should be included, consequences of not capturing distanced/dependent entities, and method(s) for state reduction, method(s) to check and compare complexities.

Note: This reviewer report can be downloaded - see attached pdf file.
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